Robert M. Williams — 1996 Green Section Award Recipient
An innovator in the turfgrass field, he has been a mentor to many.

Golf Course Management: Past, Present, and Future

Back to Basics
A brief look through history confirms that many things have stayed the same.
By James M. Latham

THE BEST TURF TIPS OF 1996

The Magic of Sulfur
Water has more influence on golf turf than any other single factor. By Patrick M. O'Brien

A Float Above The Rest
Two simple and inexpensive ideas to improve mowing and irrigation programs at your golf course. By Jim Skorulski

Having Your Morning Coffee Without Donuts
Custom sprinkler nozzles can improve irrigation distribution uniformity. By Mike Huck

Public Panic Over Pesticides?
How golf course superintendents communicate the safety of chemical treatments. By John Paling, Ph.D.

Ergonomic Tee Divot Filling
Visible, convenient divot filling bottles equate to more usage. By Bob Brame

Covering Your Tracks
How to sod a damaged green. By Paul Vermeulen

Preventative Maintenance at a Glance
Allowing the entire crew to participate. By Keith Happ

Lay Down Some Rubber
Using crumb rubber topdressing can reduce turf injury in high-traffic areas. By Christopher E. Hartwiger

The USGA: The First Hundred Years, The Next Hundred Years
The USGA after a century: What we've accomplished and our plans for the future. By David B. Fay

Shallow Aeration: Deeper Is Not Always Better
Another aeration technique for the golf course superintendent to employ. By Stanley J. Zontek

Suck-cess
A turf vacuum can help solve difficult drainage problems on putting greens. By Patrick J. Gross

Drawing the Line on Winter Play
Marking fairways with borderlines of dye helps define fairways for “winter rules.” By James F. Moore

Turf Twisters